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Abstract
Working memory allows us to selectively remember and flexibly manipulate a limited amount of
information. Importantly, once we learn a certain operation, it generalizes to any memory object, not just
the objects it has been trained on. Here we propose a conceptual model for how this might be achieved
on the neural network level. It relies on spatial computing, in which sensory information flows spatially
within the network over time. As a result, information about, for instance, object order can be retrieved
agnostically to the detailed synaptic connectivity responsible for encoding specific memory items. This
spatial flow is reflected in low-dimensional brain activity complementing high-dimensional activity that
accounts for storing the sensory information itself. By comparing the dimensionality of local field
potentials and spiking activity from prefrontal cortex of rhesus macaques performing multi-item working
memory tasks we verify predictions from this model. We discuss how spatial computing may be a principle
to aid generalization and zero-shot learning by utilizing spatial dimensions as an additional information
encoding dimension. The new model also helps explain several aspects of neurophysiological activity
related to working memory control, including dimensionality, context-dependent selectivity as well as
persistent and non-persistent delay activity.

Introduction
Working memory (WM) is a key aspect of higher-order cognition (Baddeley, 1992; Miller & Cohen, 2001).
It is a mental sketchpad for the short-term storage and top-down control of information. An essential
feature of WM is flexibility. A wide variety of information, sensory inputs, decisions, recalled memories
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etc can be selected, maintained, manipulated, and read out as needed (Warden and Miller, 2010;
Chatham et al., 2014; Wolff et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2020; Lewis-Peacock et al., 2015; Lundqvist et al., 2018a;
van Ede et al., 2017). How are neural networks wired to achieve such flexibility? In many models of WM,
information about both the items held in WM and the control operations performed on them are
determined by network synaptic connectivity (Masse et al., 2019). This, however, leads to an issue to
resolve: if anything changes about the task, e.g., the rules, the timing of events, or the set of items used
as memoranda, training is required to modify the network weights. This perennial need for re-training
stands in contrast to the general and flexible use of WM in humans and other primates.
Here we propose a new conceptual “Hot-Coal” theory of WM. It targets fundamental challenges for
explaining how WM can be general purpose and flexibly controlled. It builds on our previous model of
working memory (Lundqvist et al., 2011; Lundqvist et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2018), in which bursts of beta
band oscillations act as a control signal that inhibits (and thus gates and controls) bursts of gamma-band
oscillations and associated spiking that encodes and maintains WM content. The key new feature added
here is Spatial Computing, which uses the spatial components of network activity as an additional
dimension of encoding task-related information. Consequently, moving information about the stimulus
from one part of the network to another is considered as memory computation by itself. In the model this
is achieved by a spatio-temporal pattern of excitation shaping a particular expression of sensory
information encoded redundantly across the cortical sheet, like the flow of oxygen shaping the glow on a
bed of hot coal. This way the imposed pattern controls where in the network a specific memorandum can
be accessed at any given point in time without knowing the precise full synaptic connectivity underlying
the storage.
Learning a new task corresponds to learning a new spatio-temporal pattern of excitation that controls
the flow of WM items across the network and is reflected in a low-dimensional component of neural
activity. Because learning does not hinge on changing synaptic weights related to memory storage, the
model is flexible and general purpose in the sense that it can use new items, novel to the task, without
any re-training.
Here, we find supporting evidence for the proposed conceptual Hot-Coal model of WM in
neurophysiological recordings from monkey’s prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is implicated in both storage
and flexible control aspects of WM (D’Esposito et al., 1995; Miller & Cohen, 2001; Badre and Wagner,
2004). By comparing beta, gamma and spiking activity, we show that task-related information and WM
items are represented on different spatial scales in line with the spatial computing hypothesis. We also
find evidence that low-dimensional spatial component of beta bursting directs information about the
same item in different parts of the network when it is used in different contexts (e.g., as a remembered
item vs an item used for comparison). Finally, we discuss how the new theory can provide an account for
generalizable control and zero-shot learning. It can simultaneously tie together a large number of
experimental findings about the intrinsic dimensionality of neural activity, task-dependent selectivity as
well as persistent and non-persistent WM activity.
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Results
The conceptual Hot-Coal Model
The proposed Hot-Coal model is compatible with our recent WM model with respect to the reported
spiking and oscillatory burst manifestations (Lundqvist et al., 2011; 2016; Miller et al., 2018). In particular,
according to the model sensory information held in WM is carried by spiking associated with brief gamma
bursts, primarily in superficial-layer cortex. In between spiking/gamma bursts, WM contents are
maintained by temporary increases in synaptic weights induced by the spiking (Wang et al., 2006).
Gamma/spiking bursting is interleaved with beta bursting (and lower levels of spiking), primarily
originating in deep cortical layers. The beta is inhibitory to the gamma bursting and thus regulates its
expression.
The key novel concept of the Hot-coal model (Figure 1) is spatial computing. It makes the control of
sensory items independent on the detailed synaptic connectivity that maintains them in order to facilitate
generalization. Spatial computation rests on two main principles: i) Items held in WM are supported by
redundant connectivity such that they can be accessed independently in different parts of a network; ii)
access to WM items is mediated by spatio-temporal activation maps. A spatio-temporal pattern of beta
bursts, inhibitory to gamma bursting, serves as a dynamic template shaping the activation map. The
gamma and spiking that carry WM content are thus expressed wherever and whenever there are
“pockets” of low beta bursting. This way gating, manipulation, and reading out WM content is controlled
by the pattern of beta bursting.
Metaphorically, WM storage can be seen as a bed of hot coal glowing with memories of recent inputs,
which constitute the high-dimensional component of the activity. Task-related control, the rules that act
on the items (such as selective prioritization and/or access to an items held in WM) come from spatialtemporal patterns of excitatory bursts (like puffs of oxygen) that re-heat and shape the item information
across the network. This controls where in the network a specific memorandum can be accessed at any
given point in time without requiring knowledge of the precise synaptic connectivity underlying the
storage. To achieve this there are two principal drivers of neural activity underlying WM control.
The first driver comes from local recurrent excitatory connectivity shaped by temporary changes in
synaptic weights that reflect the WM traces. These circuits mediate the gamma bursting and associated
spiking that carries the WM contents. This is preserved from our previous model (Lundqvist et al., 2011).
In the Hot-Coal model, however the recurrent connectivity is not strong enough to support WM retention
with attractor-like activity once the sensory input is removed. Its main role in the model is instead to
supply a fading “glow” of information (carried by the synaptic weights changes) that can be reactivated.
The second driver of activity is hypothesized to originate from sub-cortical inputs reflecting task demands.
It manifests itself as a spatio-temporal pattern of beta bursting that determines the content-related bursts
of gamma/spiking of various parts of the cortical sheet (Figure 1A). When gamma bursts, controlled by
the beta pattern, ignite they turn the local ‘glow’ of information into information expressed in spiking by
activating the local winner-take-all circuitry of the superficial layers (Figure 1B; Lundqvist et al., 2010).
Importantly, this control spatio-temporal beta pattern, which we propose to emerge in the loop between
deep cortical layers, thalamus and the basal ganglia and reflect subcortical excitation (O’Reilly and Frank,
2006; Chatham et al., 2014; Chatham and Badre, 2015; Ketz et al., 2015; Schmitt et al., 2017; Lusk et al.,
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2020). In cortex, it is reflected in a task-related low-dimensional component in the neural activity, shared
by many neurons based on their spatial location.
The subcortical control of the task-dependent flow of activity in the network mediates “spatial
computing” in the WM network. This allows control of where WM content (spiking) is located in the
network without knowing what the content is per se or its precise format (i.e., the specific set of synaptic
weights that underlies representation of that content). Thus, for example, in a WM sequence the first or
second item can be selected (activated) or discarded (suppressed) without having to know and thus target
the exact pattern of connectivity between individual neurons that represent that item. One key
manifestation of this model is a low dimensional signal shared by spiking of many neurons, even those
that represent different WM contents (Figure 1B, C). Each unique set of task demands corresponds to a
unique pattern of low-dimensional spatiotemporal activity. A key feature that enables spatial computing
is redundancy in cortical connectivity that stores the WM content (Figure 1A; Goldman-Rakic, 1996). This
means that several parts of the cortical sheet are capable of holding the same information to support the
spatial transfer of information about WM items. Most models do not capitalize on representations that
are reported to be highly redundant across cortical sites (Goldman-Rakic, 1996; Dotson et al., 2018).
In motivation of the model, the principle of spatial computing can help explain observations that the main
effect of training WM tasks is a more pronounced low-dimensional activity rather than, as many existing
models predict, improved retention of sensory information (Tang et al., 2019). Further, the beta bursting
that gives rise to the observed low-dimensional spatio-temporal profiles (e.g. ramping activity) leads at
the same time to highly variable activity on single trials (Figure 1B). These two effects are otherwise hard
to reconcile. The model can also explain observations of context dependent selectivity of individual
neurons as an interplay between the spatio-temporal changes in excitability interacts with the stimulus
preference of individual neurons (Figure 1D). In this view, a neuron that responds to a certain stimulus
may, for example, be prevented from doing so at certain times by inhibition of that neuron’s local
network.
Below, we present the results of testing the model predictions in neural activity recorded from the lateral
prefrontal cortex (PFC) of rhesus monkeys while they perform working memory tasks.

Prediction: Distinct neural sources of low and high-dimensional activity
One key prediction of the model is that (low-dimensional) task information and (high-dimensional)
information about WM content have different sources: the PFC-thalamus-basal ganglia loop vs recurrent
connectivity within PFC itself, respectively. To test this, we used PFC activity recorded during performance
of a serial two-item working memory task. Monkeys had to remember the identity and order of two visual
objects presented in sequence (Task 1, Figure 2A). After a brief memory delay, there was a two-object
test sequence that could either be identical to the encoded sequence or a mismatch (either the temporal
order or the identity of the objects was changed).
In previous analysis of the same data, the spiking of neurons reflecting a given object ramped up prior to
its expected usage but not before tests where the particular item was not behaviorally relevant (Warden
and Miller, 2010; Lundqvist et al., 2018a). On a single neuron level, we observe however that this flexible
ramping behavior is limited. A maximally flexible ramping neuron would only ramp up activity for its
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preferred stimulus, and not for others (Figure 2B). This would be easily achievable in a trained RNN.
Instead, single neurons with ramping behavior before a particular test tend to ramp up to varying degree
following all stimuli, not just the preferred one (illustrated in Figure 2B, single neuron examples in Figure
S1). This could be due to generally broad tuning, but the model suggests that this is due to ramping of
sub-cortical item-independent excitatory inputs in the spatial vicinity of this neuron before a particular
test cue in a trial. Thus neurons in a given network location have the flexibility to ramp up spiking activity
prior to specific tests, but at the cost of selectivity as they respond to varying degree to all stimuli. This
setup therefore sacrifices stimulus decodability but instead facilitates generalization of the task relevant
activity to memory items that have not been previously encountered in the task. Despite a mix of neurons
with distinct stimulus preferences in a given location, all neurons ramp up. In our model, the ramp up
comes from stimulus independent excitation, elevated in a particular cortical location. This gives a
different prediction for how beta, gamma and spiking should relate to one another compared to the
“broad tuning model”.
In the task, there is a sequence of two images to be held in WM and then compared to a sequence of two
test stimuli. Thus, there two aspects of WM information, the images themselves as WM items and their
task context, i.e., whether an image is first or second in the sequence and thus whether it is expected as
the first or second test stimulus (Figure 2). Our model predicts that these two different types of
information should be reflected differently in neural activity (whereas “broad tuning model” does not
predict this distinction). Spiking should primarily carry the stimulus item information. It reflects the
connectivity of single neurons within each “pocket” of gamma excitation and thus is the high-dimensional
component that carries image information (Figure 2C “Identity”). The gamma is associated (correlated)
with this spiking because it reflects the shared local excitation that controls the spiking. At the same time,
gamma bursting in a given network location is part of a larger pattern of anti-correlated gamma/beta
pattern that encodes the task operations. Thus gamma (and beta) power should reflect the lower
dimensional task component, i.e., the task context (Figure 2C “Order”), which then gets inherited by the
spiking such that it expresses a mix of high and low-dimensional activity.
To test these predictions, we first examined spiking vs gamma power in the delay (1000 ms) leading up to
the first and second test stimuli. The data was labelled by the task context (Test 1 or Test 2) and by
stimulus identity (which stimulus was expected based on the sequence held in WM, i.e., the first stimulus
in the sequence as Test 1 and the second as Test 2). We then calculated the percentage of variance (PEV)
explained by these labels. As predicted by the Hot-Coal model, the ramping up of gamma bursting carried
information mainly about the task component, i.e., whether it was the lead up to the first or second test
stimulus, and not the identity of the stimuli. The spiking instead carried a mixture of the two factors. This
suggests that the task information is expressed in spatial patterns of excitation on a larger spatial scale (at
the level of a few hundred micrometers contributing to the gamma signal) compared to the stimulus
information (individual neurons), which is consistent with the model (Figure 1). We also found a similar
difference between spiking and beta activity in line with the prediction about the beta as a correlate of
task information (Figure S2).
We further tested this prediction by making use of the fact that monkeys performed also another WM
task (Figure 2A, D). In Task 2, two cues were again serially presented, just as in Task 1, but then tested in
parallel in a single test. Even though both tasks are identical up until the testing period, earlier analysis of
this data has shown that neurons have different spiking ramp up leading up to the first test cue (Test 1)
depending on what is required at the test itself (Warden and Miller, 2010). The model predicts further
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that this difference between the tasks should also be observed in gamma bursting, whereas the pre-test
ramp up in spiking should not only reflect the task difference but also carry information about stimulus
identity. This is indeed what we found when analyzing PEV (Figure 2E).
We further elaborated on these results by using demixed principal component analysis (dPCA) of the two
tasks (Figure 3), which decomposes population activity into principal components dependent on task
parameters (Tang et al., 2016). We identified low-dimensional task and condition-independent
components as well as high-dimensional stimulus dependent components (measures differences across
stimuli) for both gamma and spiking. The task components captured differences between the two tasks,
and the condition-independent components accounted for shared patterns of activity over time. As
predicted, these low-dimensional components were more dominant in gamma bursting (Figure 3 left),
whereas spiking had additionally strong stimulus-related components (Figure 3 right).
To control that the observed difference between gamma and spiking did not simply reflect quality in the
measures making stimulus information difficult to read out from gamma, we performed the same analysis
on a third task (Figure 4A). In this task, the items were presented in distinct locations of the visual field
and not foveally, as in the previous two tasks. Due to this, also item information should have a spatial
organization and the model predicts that there will not be a distinction between gamma and spike
information. This is indeed what we found (Figure S3), This suggests that the observed differences
between the gamma and spiking above reflect distinct spatial organization of task and item information,
beyond a common notion that gamma is merely a low-pass filtered spiking activity. Consistent with the
model, we also found dominance of the low-dimensional task as well as condition-independent activity in
beta bursting (Figure S4).

Low-dimensional spatial excitation gives rise to task-dependent selectivity
Neurons often respond non-linearly to a combination of experimental factors, with increased activation
only to a specific combination of task context and sensory inputs (Goldman-Rakic, 1996; Rigotti et al.,
2013; Stringer et al., 2019). As a result of such rich representations, it is possible to find a simple linear
read out from population activity to extract task and stimulus information in order to solve various tasks.
This type of selectivity could in principle be achieved in a RNN model by adding random connections that
“scramble” inputs such that each neuron receive a unique combination of contextual and sensory
information. However, according to the Hot-Coal model the scrambling instead happens due to lowdimensional external excitation interfering with each neuron’s selectivity (Figure 1D). We argue that this
separation has functional advantages as 1) learning a low-dimensional pattern for one task does not
change representations for another task thereby facilitating task-switching, and 2) training does not
become object dependent but generalizes to novel objects.
To test the idea that low-dimensional excitation explains mixed selectivity in single neurons we analyzed
spiking and LFPs from the third WM task performed by a different pair of monkeys (Task 3, Figure 4A).
The model predicts that changes in excitation levels resulting from sub-cortical inputs should alter
selectivity of single neurons between task epochs. We have previously shown that beta oscillations are
anti-correlated with gamma and spiking (Lundqvist et al., 2016; 2018a), with beta bursting being
suppressed during cues (Figure 4B). We analyzed beta and gamma bursting as proxies for local excitation.
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Particularly beta, since it expresses less cross-talk between spiking and field activity than gamma, should
signal excitation levels distinguishable from spiking itself.
Interestingly, the levels of beta activity had a distinct shift downwards before and during test periods
compared to encoding cue periods (Figure 4B), suggesting a general shift in excitability. It was not due to
saccades, as it was seen equally during test epochs in which animals responded or withheld the response
(compare Test 1 and Test 2 in Figure 4B). This implies that excitation levels indexed by LFPs were generally
elevated during test epochs compared to encoding. Sites with neurons selective to encoding cues had
lower beta during encoding than sites with non-selective neurons (Figure 4B). However, during the test
epochs beta for non-selective sites was consistently lower compared to the lowest beta observed at
selective sites during encoding. Indeed, in trials where the same items were presented during encoding
and test epochs, gamma power (Figure S5) and firing rates were increased during the test period.
Importantly, information about the objects was confined to a smaller part of the network during cue
encoding compared to the test epochs (Figure 4B, right). A significantly larger portion of the neurons
responded in test epochs even in trials with identical cue and test stimuli (62/496 had significant variance
explained by cue identity compared to 152/496 by test identity, at p=0.05, corrected for multiple
comparisons). This suggests that controlling the spatio-temporal patterns of excitation levels could be an
easy way to distinguish sample and test information in the selective neural population, in line with the
proposed model.

Discussion
We have presented a conceptual model of flexible working memory, metaphorically referred to as a HotCoal model, and tested predictions in neurophysiological data from rhesus macaques. The model relies
on spatial computing that utilize spatial dimensions to perform control/related computations. It suggests
independent sources for task-related and WM item-related activity in PFC. We propose that this scheme
allows for separate learning of task rules and memory representations themselves, and therefore
facilitates transfer learning to new stimuli in the spirit of zero-shot learning, i.e. not used during task
training. Importantly, we have found evidence for the independent sources by comparing gamma and
spiking activity. It suggested that task related activity is shared among neurons within a few hundred
micrometers, whereas stimulus selectivity has more of a distributed organization. This is consistent with
the suggested model, where stimulus selectivity arises from the neuron-to-neuron recurrent connectivity,
and task activity from spatially structured subcortical inputs.
How can this lead to generalized working memory? In the Hot-Coal model, sustained memory traces in
PFC rely not only on recurrent excitation and synaptic traces, but also on the increased excitation from
sub-cortical structures including thalamus and basal ganglia (O’Reilly and Frank, 2006; Schmitt et al, 2017).
While specific content of the delay activity relies on precise PFC connectivity, it is not self-sustained in the
absence of subcortical inputs. In support of this view, there is growing evidence suggesting that excitation
from mediodorsal thalamus is needed for sustained working memory and attention activity in PFC (Bolkan
et al., 2017; Schmitt et al., 2017). Importantly, this does not rule out attractor-like activity in PFC, which
has so far been very successful in describing several aspects of delay activity (Wimmer et al., 2014,
Panichello et al., 2019; Lundqvist et al., 2016). However, such attractor activity may require content
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independent excitation from thalamus and basal ganglia that provides stable dynamics in part the PFC
network. The recurrent excitation within PFC on its own is not strong enough to sustain attractors and
thus memory traces quickly decay. In this way, our model suggests that subcortical excitation can help
control when and where on the cortical sheet information is expressed with the attractor-like dynamics.
As an example, let’s consider Tasks 1 and 2 in our data where two items were presented and tested in
sequence. If the pattern of excitation onto PFC repeats from trial to trial, the physical locations of sites
carrying information about the item presented as first and second cues are predictable and therefore the
items can be selectively accessed. This is independent of the identity of these items and details in how
they are maintained by the PFC connectivity. We refer to this as spatial computing. Apart from spatiotemporal patterns of excitation spatial computing also requires redundancy in cortex, such that the same
information about a stimulus can be maintained in multiple parts of PFC. Such redundancy seems to be a
hallmark of cortical activity (Siegel et al., 2015; Stringer et al., 2019), and could be supported by horizontal
connections between neurons with shared stimulus preference (Goldman-Rakic, 1996; Kisvarday et al.,
1997; Ko et al., 2013).
Our Hot-coal model tackles a challenging problem of WM generalization, which is evidenced by human
and animal behavior. Importantly, besides the functional aspects, it also ties together many aspects of
known cortical dynamics, including redundancy of coding, the dominance of low-dimensional activity,
mixed selectivity, the role of bursty gamma and beta oscillatory activity, as well as transitions between
near silent and sustained delay activity. Below we expand on this.
The dimensionality of cortical representations has recently become a topic of increased interest (Rigotti
et al., 2013; Stringer et al., 2019; Badre et al., 2020; Cueva et al., 2019; Wolff et al., 2020; Kobak et al.,
2016; Tang et al., 2019; MacDowell et al., 2020). Low-dimensional activity, i.e. activity shared across many
neurons and conditions, has been implicated in generalizability (Badre et al., 2020) while high-dimensional
activity is needed for selective encoding of events. Low-dimensional activity often reflects task-related
activity such as modulation between task epochs (Tang et al., 2019). It has recently been shown to
correlate with task learning and has been considered to provide important temporal information to
working memory (Tang et al., 2019; Cueva et al., 2019; Wolff et al., 2020). The key novel aspect of the
Hot-Coal model and the supporting experimental findings is the proposed mechanisms for how high- and
low-dimensional activities arise and interact. Importantly, we introduce a spatial aspect of the lowdimensional signal and suggest that it arises from sub-cortical excitation. We argue that these original
components of our theory explain how desirable generalization can be obtained in WM function.
It was noted already by Goldman-Rakic et al., 1996 that single neurons display task-dependent activity,
where some for instance only respond only to sample cues, others only to the test cues. Furthermore, it
has recently been shown that recurrent neural networks trained on more complex tasks such as delayedmatch-to-sample tasks form multiple functional neuronal sub-groups (Dubreuil et al., 2020). In particular,
one group was proposed to encode the sample cue and another – group test cue to facilitate the
comparison. We observed a similar functional organization, where excitation controlled which subpopulation of neurons encoded sample and test objects even if they had the same identity. As predicted
by our model, these sub-groups of neural ensembles were spatially organized. Theoretically, this solution
is functionally appealing since the recurrently connected sub-groups do not have to be expanded to
account for new stimuli, unseen in the task training process, but all neurons, regardless of stimulus
preference, can become part of a sub-group based on their spatial location.
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The concept of spatial computing extends and complements our prior work (Lundqvist et al., 2016; Miller
et al., 2018). There we reported that interspersed lower-frequency alpha/beta bursts in LFPs are
negatively correlated with the bursts of spiking (and gamma) that are informative about WMs (Lundqvist
et al., 2016). At times when information had to be encoded or accessed, beta bursting was suppressed
and gamma bursting elevated. Here the beta and gamma bursting has a unique spatio-temporal pattern
for each task, giving rise to the associated low-dimensional activity but at the same time highly dynamic
activity on single trials. Indeed, the low-dimensional components were clearly visible in the beta and
gamma bursting, more pronounced than in spiking itself.
There is an ongoing debate whether WM storage relies solely on spiking or a combination of spiking and
synaptic mechanisms (Sreenivisan and D’Esposito, 2019; Constantinidis et al., 2018, Lundqvist et al., 2011;
2018b, Mongillo et al., 2008; Wolff et al., 2017; Sandberg et al., 2003). Our model suggests the latter.
However, depending on the current needs spiking activity may become more or less persistent depending
on the sub-cortical excitation. This could be used, for instance, to prioritize one of the items held in
working memory, which is currently relevant (Warden and Miller, 2010, Lundqvist et al., 2018a, Wolff et
al., 2017; Yu et al., 2020). In this scheme, a subgroup of neurons in part of the network encoding the
relevant item receive stronger excitation resulting in the elevated spiking, which expresses the WM
information. At the same time, information about non-prioritized items should to a larger degree be
maintained by synaptic mechanisms.
In sum, the Hot-Coal theory postulates a novel mechanism for how networks may achieve flexible working
memory with powerful generalization capabilities. At the same time the proposed mechanism of spatial
computing reconciles multiple seemingly contradictory neurophysiological findings.
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Figures

Figure 1. Conceptual figure of the Hot-Coal model. A) The excitation levels in different parts of the cortical sheet have
time-varying, task-dependent patterns of activity. B) The model consists of a cortical sheet of ‘modules’ (dotted
rectangles) containing multiple local populations (red and blue rectangles) coding for distinct stimuli. There are
lateral connections between neurons with similar object coding preferences (Goldman-Rakic, 1996). This creates a
redundancy where the same information (red vs blue) can be represented in multiple modules. Locally, within each
‘module’ red and blue populations compete through shared inhibitory populations (black neurons). This connectivity
scheme implements a local winner-take-all (WTA) dynamics and generates gamma oscillations (Lundqvist et al.,
2010; 2006). Each module also receives trains of excitatory bursts (bottom), like oxygen puffs. These puffs contain no
information about the stimulus held in WM, but ‘ping’ the local network, which responds by ‘ringing’ back with the
most excitable local population through the WTA mechanism. C) The excitatory ‘oxygen puffs’ occur at different
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times, even for identical trials (top rows). But for a given module within the cortical sheet there is a tendency for the
puffs to occur at specific parts of the trial, giving rise to a shared (low-dimensional) time-dependent average activity
pattern within each module (middle row). D) There is a unique stream of puffs to each module of the network leading
to a unique local trial-averaged activity pattern over time. This corresponds to learned task-related activity. It directs
the flow of information spatially within the redundant network such that objects can be held spatially segregated in
an object-independent and predictable way. E) Each neuron has a stimulus preference given by the network
connectivity (top row). The model predicts that complex behavior (bottom row) can arise from combining preference
with the low-dimensional excitation (middle row).
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Figure 2. Disassociation between gamma and spiking. A) In Task 1, two cue objects are presented and then tested
sequentially. The order as well as identity of the objects have to be preserved between cue and test in order for the
trial to be a match trial. B) Left: Activity ramps up before the information about cue identity is used in the task. In the
idealized case, single neuron activity only ramps up for one specific cue. However, neurons with ramping activity
respond to all cues to varying levels. Right: the model explains the observed phenomenon of post stimulus ramping
after all stimuli to varying degrees by external time-dependent excitation that travels over the cortical sheet (see also
Figure 1A). Neurons preferring the red or blue cues are scattered throughout the network. Some sites exhibit ramping
excitation, reflected in increased activity of all neurons at that site, though to the lesser degree when the preferred
cue was not provided. C) Red plots show PEV accounting for test order effects estimated over two groups of epochs,
preceding either Test 1 or Test 2. Blue curves reflect PEV wrt. cue identity (information about identity about Cue 1
prior to Test 1 and Cue 2 leading up to Test 2). Black bars demonstrate when blue and red plots differ, using clusterbased statistics (p<0.05). D) Task 2 structure, which is identical to Task 1 until Test 1. Unlike in Task 1 however, at
Test 1 both Cue 1 and Cue 2 are tested in parallel. E) PEV information pooled over Task 1 and 2 in the period leading
up to Test 1. Red plots show PEV estimated over epochs grouped based on task, whereas blue curves reflect PEV
information about the cue identity (average of information about Cue 1 and Cue 2).
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Figure 3. Demixed PCA of gamma and spiking. The model predict that task information (task and condition
independent components) should be more prevalent in gamma bursting as compared to spiking (see Figure 2). Here
we used dPCA (Kobak et al., 2016) to extract the principal components and attribute them to task and cue specific
activity. “Condition-independent” components correspond to low-dimensional time-dependent task activity, “Task”
components explain the variance that originates from the differences between Tasks 1 and 2. “Stimulus” components
account for the variance between four different stimuli. The bottom half of the figure show example components for
Task 1 and Task 2 combined.
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Figure 4. Mixed selectivity arising from time-dependent excitation. A) In Task 3, two or three colored squares are
presented in a sequence. Their location and color are to be remembered. Following the 0.6 s delay, the sequence of
squares is repeated. Monkeys should saccade to the square in the test sequence with the color changed relative the
sample sequence. B) Left: the model predicts that mixed selectivity arises from a combination of stimulus selectivity
(given by connectivity) and the unique pattern of local excitation. Middle: beta bursting tracks (is anti-correlated
with) the excitation in the network. Blue curves correspond to sites in which neurons are selective to Cue1-Cue3, red
curves describe sites with no such selective neurons. Here trials with three sequential cues and two test stimuli
(monkeys correctly respond at Test 2) are shown. At Test 1 beta bursting is globally suppressed, despite it being
behaviorally identical to Cue 1. At the same time, information about Cue 1 stimulus (the same stimulus is provided at
Cue 1 and Test 1 in this case) is more widespread in the network. Previously unselective sites are now selective,
enabling a dissociation between Cue and Test information.
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Figure S1. Single neuron examples of ramping activity. Shown are the activity grouped by cue identity
(blue/red/yellow/purple) for all four neurons with ramping activity from two random sessions.

Figure S2. Beta information about cue and upcoming test. Red plots show PEV accounting for test order effects
estimated over two groups of epochs, preceding either Test 1 or Test 2. Blue curves reflect PEV wrt. cue identity
(information about identity about Cue 1 prior to Test 1 and Cue 2 leading up to Test 2). Black bars demonstrate when
blue and red plots differ, using cluster-based statistics (p<0.05).
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Figure S3. dPCA analysis of Task 3. Shown are the proportion of variance that can be attributed to stimulus
(blue) and condition-independent (grey) components for gamma (left) and spiking (right). Due to their
distinct task structures, load 2 and load 3 were analyzed separately.
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Figure S4. dPCA analysis of beta bursting. Same as in Figure 3 but for calculated over patterns of beta
bursting.
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Figure S5. Same as Figure 4B, but for gamma bursting.
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Methods
We analyzed data from two previous studies (Warden and Miller, 2010; Lundqvist et al., 2016). In total
the two studies included three experimental tasks (task 1 & 2 from Warden and Miller, 2010; task 3 from
Lundqvist et al., 2016). For details of training and data collection, please see those studies. Briefly, each
task involved two Rhesus macaques that were trained until they performed well above chance. They were
trained with positive reward (juice) only and maintained in accordance with the National Institutes of
Health guidelines and the policies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee for Animal
Care).
For each recording, a new set of acute electrode pairs (tungsten, epoxy-coated, FHC) was lowered through
a grid. Between 8 and 20 prefrontal electrodes were recorded from simultaneously on each session (34
sessions for Task 1 and 2, 30 sessions for Task 3). Task 1 and Task 2 were recorded on the same sessions
in a blocked design. Only electrodes containing isolatable units were kept for further analysis.

Signal Processing
Preprocessing Task 1 and 2: At first, all electrodes without any isolatable neurons were removed. Then, a
notch filter with constant phase across a session was applied to remove 60-Hz line noise and its second
harmonic. On some sessions there were high-power, broadband frequency artifacts; these sessions were
discarded from further analysis.
Preprocessing Task 3: We first removed apparent noise sources from the signal. In particular, a notch filter
was applied to remove 60-Hz line noise with constant phase across a session. In addition, we removed
periodic deflections seen in the evoked potentials (every 47 ms, lasting 1 ms, on a subset of electrodes,
phase locked to stimulus onset). The signal was filtered and downsampled to 1 kHz (from 30kHz).
For spectral analysis we applied multi-taper analysis (with a family of orthogonal tapers produced by
Slepian functions; Slepian, 1978; Thomson, 1982; Jarvis and Mitra, 2001). The multi-taper approach was
adopted with frequency-dependent window lengths corresponding to six to eight oscillatory cycles and
frequency smoothing corresponding to 0.2–0.3 of the central frequency, f0, i.e., f0 ± 0.2f0, where f0 were
sampled with the resolution of 1 Hz (this configuration implies that two to three tapers were used). The
spectrograms were estimated with the temporal resolution of 1 ms. Typically we present total power of
raw LFPs (after removal of noise) without subtracting any baseline or estimated evoked content.

Burst Extraction
To extract bursts of high power events on a single trial level we utilized a previously developed method
(Lundqvist et al., 2016; 2018a). In the first step of the oscillatory burst identification, a temporal profile of
the LFP spectral content within a frequency band of interest was estimated. We used two alternative
methods of spectral quantification (see above). We either narrow-band-filtered LFP trials and extracted
the analytic amplitudes (envelope) or we used single-trial spectrograms, obtained with the multi-taper
approach, to calculate smooth estimates of time-varying band power (all presented results were obtained
with the multi-taper approach; the results for the two methods were very similar). Next we defined
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oscillatory bursts as intervals during individual trials when the respective measure of instantaneous
spectral power exceeded the threshold set as two SDs above the trial mean value for that particular
frequency, and with the duration of at least three cycles. Having the burst intervals extracted for the beta
band (20–35 Hz) and three gamma sub-band oscillations (40–65, 55–90, and 70–100 Hz) from each trial,
we defined a single-trial point process (binary state: no burst vs burst within a 10-ms window) with the
resolution of 10 ms and trial-average measure, a so-called burst rate for each spectral band. This quantity
corresponds to the chance of a burst occurrence on an individual electrode at a particular time in the trial
(a proportion of trials where a given electrode displays burst-like oscillatory dynamics around the time
point of interest sliding over the trial length).

Statistical Methods
The majority of tests performed in this study were nonparametric due to insufficient evidence for model
data distributions. To address the multi-comparisons problem, we employed Kruskal-Wallis, Friedman’s,
and Wilcoxon’s signed-rank tests where appropriate. In addition, for the comparison between temporal
profiles of the normalized firing rates within versus outside oscillatory bursts, we resorted to a
permutation test on the largest cluster-based statistics (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007), originally proposed
to increase the test sensitivity based on the known properties of the data (here being temporal
dependency). Finally, some attention should be given to the way we report correlations between the
measures of time-varying spectral band content and burst rate statistics. The correlation analyses were
performed on individual electrodes and only the summary statistics (mean and SE) for the electrode-wise
significant effects (p < 0.01) are presented.

Estimation of information
The bias-corrected PEV (Olejnik and Algina, 2003) was estimated across trials with different conditions
from firing rates averaged in 50-ms bins across trials within each trial. We performed two-way ANOVA
where trials had multiple groupings (i.e. stimulus or delay/task). All correct trials were used, as the groups
were well balanced each session. The bias correction was used as it avoids the problem of non-zero mean
PEV for small sample sizes.
As a result, (bias-corrected) PEV allowed for the quantification of information carried by the modulation
of firing rates or burst rates of individual units accounting for the stimulus, task or task epoch (delay 1 vs
delay 2).

Demixed principal component analysis
To identify low-dimensional manifold for neural activity, we performed a demixed principal components
analysis (dPCA) (Kobak et al., 2016). This approach allows not only for compressing the data, similarly to
PCA, but also separates the underlying components with respect to the requested task parameters by
demixing the dependencies of the population activity on the task parameters. In a nutshell, demixing is
achieved by minimising the reconstruction error between the projections and the neural activity averaged
over trials (unlike in PCA where the reconstruction error on single trials is minimised) and over the
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requested task parameters. In addition, when compared to PCA the method used here benefits from
greater flexibility offered by using two different linear mappings for encoding vs decoding. More technical
as well as theoretical details of dPCA can be found in (Kobak et al., 2016).
In our analyses dPCA was applied to both spiking data (firing rates obtained by convolving the spike point
process with 50-ms wide Gaussian kernel) and oscillatory bursts in beta and gamma bands (burst point
process convolved with 50-ms wide Gaussian kernel). To achieve demixing effect we grouped trials into
task (Task 1 vs Task 2)- and stimulus (Cue 1)-dependent sets, and analyzed trials in the interval from 100
ms prior to the first sample cue (Cue 1) until the first test cue (Test 1). Apart from task and stimulusdependent components, dPCA also produced a condition independent component corresponding to lowdimensional time-dependent task activity.

Data availability.
All relevant data and code will be available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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